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© Cabte television network.

© Cable television network comprising a number of ex-

changes by means of which program signals received

through a bus are transmitted through subscriber lines to

subscriber stations connected to the respective exchanges.

At least one of the program signals is a teletext program

signal consisting of a cyclically repeating series of a number

of coded information pages of arbitrary contents each having

a page number code. The teletext signal is modulated into

the frames of a standard television signal and the pages can

be selectively displayed separately in a subscriber station,

for which purpose each subscriber station comprises selec-

tion means for generating a page selection signal which is

transmitted through the subscriber line to a circuit in the

exchange by means of which the page corresponding to said

page selection signal is selected out of the teletext program

signal and is stored into a memory. Thereafter said page

information is continuously modulated onto the frames of a

standard television signal and transmitted to the subscriber

station from which the page selection signal originated.
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Cable television network*

The invention relates to a cable television network comprising a

number of exchanges by means of which the program signals received

through a bus line are transmitted through subscriber lines to sub-

scriber stations connected to the respective exchanges.

5 Cable networks of this type are known. It is furthermore known

to transmit further information in the form of so called teletext in-

formation in addition to the actual television program signals.

Within the scope of teletext data is transmitted duripg a number of

frame lines not visible onto the screen and not used for normal

10 program transmission of the actual television signal. Said teletext

Information is divided into pages which as a cyclically repeating

series are transmitted together with a page number code. A television

receiver adapted for reception of teletext data, comprises a decoder

unit In which a predetermined selected page number code can be recog-

15 nlzed, as well as a memory in which the picture data corresponding to

said page number code can be stored to be displayed thereafter onto

the screen of the television receiver.

This system has a number of disadvantages. Each receiver has to

be equipped with additional means allowing the reception of teletext

20 signals which results into a significant increase of the price of the

receiver. Because of the very restricted transmission time ( each

time only a few frame lines in each normal frame) furthermore the

number of pages which can be transmitted is very restricted if the

waiting time between the selection of a predetermined page by the

25 subscriber and the moment said page becomes visible onto the screen

of the receiver has to be maintained within acceptable limits.

It is already proped to use a separate television channel for

transmitting exclusively teletext information, modulated in frames of

a standard television signal. In that case the number of pages,

30 available within a reasonable waiting period will be extended sig-

nificantly. On the other hand however the user has to buy a tele-

vision receiver which is adapted for such a system and furthermore

free transmission channels for transmitting additional programs are

not always available.

35 It is now an object of the invention to modify a cable tele-
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vision network in ouch a my that the subscribers will have access to

teletext information without the necessity to carry out radical

changes in the television receiver or to use specially constructed

television receivers.

5 A further object of the invention is to charge the costs of the

teletext service only to the actual users thereof.

Another object of the Invention is to give the subscribers

access to external data sources of which the information is not

contained in the normal teletext signal*

10 A further object of the invention is to adapt the already

existing television networks such that they will become suited for

transmission of teletext data.

In agreement with said objects the network of the type mentioned

in the heading is according to the invention characterized in that

15 at least one of the program signals is a teletext program signal con*

sisting of a cyclically repeating series of a number of coded

information pages of arbitrary contents each comprising a page number

code and modulated In the frames of a standard television signal,

which pages can be selectively displayed separately into a subscriber

20 station, for which purpose each subscriber station comprises

selection means for generating a page selection signal which through

the subscriber line is transmitted to a circuit into the exchange, by

means of which page selection signal the corresponding page is

selected out of the teletext program signal, is stored into a memory

25 and is thereafter continuously modulated onto the frames of a

atandard television signal and transmitted to the subscriber station,

from which- the page selection signal originated* Therewith the sub*

scriber, connected to such a cable television network gets all tele-

text information at his disposal without the necessity to buy a

30 special teletext receiver*

Each subscriber who wants to use this teletext service needs

therefore, apart from the normal television receiver, only selection

means for instance in the form of a key board eventually coupled to

transmitting means, to receive the teletext information*

35 Preferably the cable television network is embodied such that

the network is coupled with one or more external information sources

,

delivering information in page format to a local center in the
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network comprising means for receiving said Information pages and for

inserting said pages into the cycle of the mentioned teletext program

signal. Because in the system according to the invention the teletext

information is transmitted In frames of a standard television signal

5 the number of pages can be considerably increased compaired to the

number of pages in a standard teletext signal. That offers the pos-

sibility to make available further pages for externally delivered in-

formation additional to the pages necessary for internally generated

data.

10 Said further pages can be filled with information selected by

the management organisation of the cable television network without

any influence of the subscriber onto said selection. Preferably how-

ever the cable television network is embodied such that the user

itself can select for the insertion of certain informations. For that

15 purpose the cable television network according to a preferred

embodiment of the invention is characterized In that the selection

means in the subscriber stations are adapted for transmitting further

selection signals for selecting a predetermined information page of

said external information sources, the exchanges comprises means for

20 transmitting said further selection signals to the above mentioned

local center in which the selected information page from the external

information source is called and inserted together with a momentarily

non used page number code into the cycle of the teletext program

signal whereafter the page number code of said page is reported back

25 to the exchange, whereafter in said exchange said page is received,

the contents thereof is stored in the mentioned memory and thereafter

transmitted to the subscriber station from which the further

selection signals originated. The advantage of this method is that

without any objection further pages can be inserted into the

30 teletext program signal cycle each time there is a need for such

further pages, which further pages can be used for transmitting

Information in page format from any of the connected information

sources to a predetermined subscriber. To guarantee that a subscriber

whether or not accidentally selects a page which momentarily contains

35 information destined to another subscriber, it is preferred that page

selection signals corresponding to the page number codes of the pages

containing information originating from external information sources
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cannot be generated directly by the selection means into the sutr-

scriber station*

Further details of the invention will be discussed in the fol-

lowing description with reference to the annexed drawings.

5 Fig* 1 illustrates a general schematical survey of the cable

television network according to the underlaying invention.

Fig. 2 illustrates a more detailed diagram of some parts of the

exchange in Fig. 1.

In this cable television network program signals are delivered

10 by the signals sources la, lb and lc. Said signal sources can be re-

presented by antenna systems, television camera's, video recorders

etc. The various program signals delivered by said sources are

through the internal connection road 2 in the local center 4 trans-

mitted to the output cable 3. The internal connection road 2 can for

15 instance comprise amplifyers, modulators, frequency converters etc,

which in a known way are functioning for determining the carrier wave

frequency onto «*iich, as well as the bus line onto which, each of the

program signals is transmitted through the cable network. The output

lines 3 are connected to the bus 5.

20 It is remarked that the network can be configurated such that on

each of the lines 3 only one television program signal is trans-

mitted. However, it is also possible to transmit on one or more of

the lines 3 a number of frequency multiplexed program signals.

A number of exchanges is connected to the bus 5 and in the Fig.

25 1 only one of said exchanges is illustrated, indicated by reference

number 6. The program signals received from the lines 3 are trans-

mitted through the bus 5 and the branch lines 7 to the switching

network 8 atd from said switching network 8 the program signals are

through the subscriber lines 9a .... 9n transmitted to the subscriber

30 stations 10a lOn. In each of the subscriber stations a tele-

vision receiver 11a .... lln is installed.

Additional to the transmission of the normal program signals in

this cable television network also a teletext signal is transmitted.

The information pages in this teletext signal are for instance de-

35 livered by a source 12, **iich in the figure is illustrated as a

single source, but in reality may comprise a number of input stations

for generating arbitrary information pages.
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The way into which this can be realized into practice is considered

as known to the expert in this field. The complete pages delivered by

means of the source 12 are given a page number code and are sequently

modulated onto the frames of a standard television signal by proces-

5 eor 13 and transmitted onto the output line 14. Said output line 14

is connected to line 5a of bus 5 and through said bus 5 and the

branch line 15 connected to line 5a the teletext signal is received

in the processor 16*

Each of the subscriber stations is equipped with selection means

10 17a 17m, for instance embodied as a key board with eventually

corresponding transmitting means for transmitting selection signals

in the form of page number codes. Said page number codes are through

the respective subscriber line 9a .... 9n transmitted to the exchange

6, where the rceived selection signals are splitted off before they

15 reach the switching matrix 8 and are supplied to the processor 17.

The processor 17 now controls the processor 16 such that, when the

page corresponding to the page number code received from one of the

subscribers, is received through the line 15, the contents of said

page is stored into one of a series of memories present into the

20 processor 15 or coupled therewith. Said memories are each through one

of the lines 18 connected to the switching matrix 8. Thereafter the

processor 17 takes care that the subscriber station, which had trans-

mitted the respective page number code, becomes through the switching

matrix 8 connected to that line 18 which is connected to the memory

25 into which momentarily the requested page is stored.

It is remarked that instead of a switching matrix also other

configurations can be used for transmitting the signals from the bus

to the subscriber lines. These various possibilities are considered

as known to the expert in this field.

30 Because certainly not all subscriber stations are requesting

information out of the teletext signal simultaneously the number of

memories In the processor 16 can be significantly smaller than the

number of subscriber stations connected to the exchange 6.

In this cable television network according to the invention each

35 subscriber station hae furthermore, besides the reception of normal

teletext information, the possibility to request further information

originating from further information sources, denoted by 19, 20 and
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21. These information sources can for instance be represented by ex-

ternal data bases from which data in page format can be called. The

traffic between said external information sources 19, 20 and 21 and

the local center 4 is controlled by the processor 22. In a not in

5 detail explained procedure the processor 22 is able to retrieve ar-

bitrary information in page format out of each of said external in-

formation sources and eventually store said information temporarily

into an internal memory or directly transmit said information to the

processor 18. The further pages received from the processor 22 are in

10 the processor 18 inserted into the generated cycle together with a

momentarily not used page number code. The subscriber who requests

reception of a predetermined information page out of one of the ex-

ternal sources 19, 20 or 21 generates the corresponding page

selection signal by the selection means 17. This page selection

15 signal is through the subscriber line 9a transmitted to the processor

17. The processor 17 determines on the basis of this page selection

signal that the requested page has to be called from an external in-

formation source and transmits thereafter the page selection signal

through line 15 to tte bus line 5a. Through line 14 and line 23 said

20 page selection signal is received into the processor 22. It will be

clear that the page selection signal is transmittred using a carrier

wave frequency which is sufficiently remote from the carrier wave

frequencies which are used for transmitting the teletext signals

and/ or other signals from the local center 4 to the exchange 6 to

25 avoid eventually mutual disturbances. On the basis of the page

selection signal it is determined in the processor 22 in which of the

information sources 19, 20 or 21 the related page is stored and sub-

sequently a connection is made to said information source and the

related page is called. The page received from the connected source

30 is now supplied to the processor 18 and inserted into the teletext

page cycle. The number of the page in said cycle is through the lines

23, 14, 5a and 15 transmitted to the processor 17. Thereafter the

processor 17 takes care that, when the related page is received, said

page is stored into one of the memories of the processor 16 and

35 subsequently a connection is established through the switching matrix

8 between the corresponding output line 18 and the subscriber line 9

of that subscriber which had requested the information page
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concerned

•

In this way it is therefore possible to give any subscriber

access to any information page stored into arbitrary information data

bases • The subscriber needs only a selection unit*

5 If the invention is used into a consisting cable television

network then the exchanges thereof should be extended with means to

make a two way traffic from and to the various parts of the network

possible in the above described way.

Fig. 2 illustrates more details of the processor 16 as well as

10 part of the processor 17. The teletext information is received

through line 15 from the bus 5 and is first of all supplied to the

frequency convertor 30 for converting the teletext signal to the base

band. It 16 remarked that this convertor can be omitted in case onto

line 15 only the teletext signal is transmitted. The base band signal

15 at the output of the convertor 30 is supplied to the teletext decoder

31. Said decoder 31 is able to select a predetermined page out of the

offered video information. Said selection is carried out under

control of control signals delivered by the processor part 17*. The

selected page is thereafter through the multiplexer 32, also

20 controlled by the processors part 17' supplied to one of the page

memories 33a ••••• 33m. The output of each page memory is coupled to

a coder of which the functioning depends on the used television

standard, for Instance a PAL-coder 34a 34m. The outputs of said

coders 34a 34m are connected each to one of the modulators 35a

25 35m, on the outputs of *ich the page Information, modulated

onto a normal television channel frequency, is continuously available

to the switching matrix 8 ( or the configuration used instead ).

Through the line 36 the page selection signal of the subscriber

is received into the processor section 17 1
. On the basis of this page

30 selection signal either control signals for the teletext decoder 31

and the multiplex 32 are generated directly to retrieve the selected

page out of the teletext information signal and to insert said page

into one of the memories 33a 33m or said page selection signal

is transmitted through the coder/decoder 37 to the line 15. In said

35 last mentioned case an information page is requested vhlch should be

called from one of the external information sources. As is already

indicated above the Information concerning the page number in the
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teletext signal onto which the requested information is transmitted

through the local center 4 and the bus 5 to the exchange 6 is

reported back through the line 15. Using this page number the tele-

text decoder 31 and the multiplexer 32 are controlled such that the

5 contents of this page is received into one of the memories 33a

• • • • 33m*

It will be clear that the processor 17 1 keeps track rfilch of the

memories 33a 33m is momentaneously free and can be useed for

storing a next page contents.

10 Furthermore the processor 17 can be used for keeping track of

the costs which should be accounted for each subscriber for use of

teletext services. Each time a subscriber requests a teletext inform-

ation then, for instance dependent onto the page number, a certain

number of costs units will be generated into the processor and

15 supplied to a counter keeping track of the total costs made by the

respective subscriber.
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CLAIMS ,

1. Cable television network comprising a number of exchanges

by mean 8 of Which program signals received through a bus are trans*

mitted through subscriber lines to subscriber stations connected to

5 the respective exchanges characterized in that , at least one of the

program signals is a teletext program signal consisting of a

cyclically repeating series of a number of coded information pages of

arbitrary contents each having a page number code and modulated into

the frames of a standard television signal, which pages can be selec-

10 tively displayed separately into a subscriber station, for which

purpose each subscriber station comprises selection means for

generating a page selection signal which through the subscriber line

is transmitted to a circuit into the exchange by means of vhich ,the

page corresponding to said page selection signal is selected out of

15 the teletext program signal, is stored Into a memory and thereafter

said page information is continuously modulated onto the frames of a

standard television signal and transmitted to the subscriber station

from which the page selection signal originated*

2. Cable television network according to claim 1, characterized

20 in that , the network is coupled to one or more external information

sources which can supply information in a page format to a local

center in the network comprising means for receiving said information

pages and for inserting said pages in the cycle of mentioned teletext

program signal*

25 3. Cable television network according to claim 2, characterized

in that the selection means in the subscriber stations are adapted

for transmitting further selection signals for selecting a

predetermined information page of said external information sources,

that the local exchanges comprise means for transmitting said further

30 selection signal to the local center for calling the selected inform-

ation page out of the external information source and for Inserting

this page together with a momentarily non used page number code into

the teletext program signal cycle whereater the page number code of

said page is reported back to the exchange, whereafter in the

35 exchange said page is received and the contents of said page is

stored into said memory to be transmitted thereafter to the sub-

scriber station from which the page selection signal originated.
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4. Cable television network according to one of the preceding

claims 2 or 3, characterized in that page selection signals corres-

ponding to page number codes of the pages in the teletext program

signal containiifc information originating frcm external information

5 sources cannot be generated directly by the selection means.

5. Cable television network according to one of the preceding

claims 2-4, characterized in that , each local exchange comprises a

teletext decoder for decoding the teletext program signal, a multi-

plexer tfiich under control of a processor transmits a predetermined

10 information page out of the decoded teletext program signal to one of

a mmher of memories, that each of said memories is connected to an

interpretor/modulator at the output of which the information page

contents modulated as a picture frame onto a standard television

signal is supplied to the subscriber line.

15 6. Cfcble television network according to one of the preceding

claims 2-5, characterized in that , each center comprises means for

modulating Incoming Information in page format supplied by internal

information supplying means and/or external information sources onto

the frames of a standard television program signal.
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Tarek Fahmi

03/01/02 10:03 AM

To:

cc:

Subject:

SJ_AII

Steven Zelman/Bstz@BSTZ, Jim Salter

Current USPTO Preference for Mailing Address

Please see Robert's note below.

For all responses you file to any USPTO action, please consider using the following procedure:

1 . call the examiner and advise him/her you are faxing an amendment/response/other with a follow-up

copy by mail.

2. fax the response and also submit a mail copy to the Arlington, VA address below. In the mail copy,

include a cover letter explaining that it is a duplicate of what you faxed.

3. If a fee is due, before you authorize a significant deposit account payment in a fax, please let me know.

In such cases do not send a check in the mail.

Regards,

Tarek N. Fahmi

Blakely, Sokoloff, Taylor & Zafman LLP
60 South Market Street, Suite 510

San Jose, California 951 13-2392

Tel: 408.947.8200

Fax: 408.947.8280

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE
This electronic message and its accompanying attachments (if any) contain information from the law firm

of Blakely Sokoloff Taylor & Zafman LLP that is confidential and/or subject to attorney-client privilege. If

you are not the intended recipient, be aware that any disclosure, copying, distribution, or use of the

contents of this information is prohibited. If you have received this message in error, please notify the

above attorney by telephone immediately.— Forwarded by Tarek Fahmi/Bstz on 03/01/02 10:00 AM—

The speaker at the SDIPLA meeting last night was Bob Spar, Director of the Office of Patent Legal

Administration at the USPTO.
For transmissions to the USPTO, he said (Official OG Notices are listed at USPTO.gov):

1. Do NOT use Washington DC 20231 as a mailing address.

All mail through this address is still being irradiated. This process fries the papers, and they become

yellow and crinkly. An additional two week delay is introduced after the USPTO receives the papers.

Since examiners and other personnel cannot work with the irradiated papers, the PTO is photocopying

them before sending them to the groups. Where the paper is not good enough to copy, they will call the

attorney and ask for another original.

2. Use ONLY: P.O. Box 2327
Arlington VA 22202

While this address is temporary, it is still current. It will remain current until the USPTO establishes its

new address for the facility in Alexandria (where they are moving in two years). In view of the current

situation, they will do away with the DC address and begin using the Alexandria address this spring rather

than in two years.

03/01/02 09:30 AM

Robert Cogan

cc:

Subject: Current USPTO Preference for Mailing Address

To: The FIRM

3. The USPTO wants us to file by FAX responses to Official Actions and payment of issue fees (issue

fees to 703-746-4000).


